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How many New Year's resolutions have you broken already? Several I'll bet!
However it's not too late to make another resolution and that is to really get out and
enjoy your MG this coming spring and summer. It's not too soon to start dustingthings
off, and preparing your MGB for the sunny months ahead. Of course it's easy for me
to say this living as I do in sunny California, where we drive our cars year round. But
I do knowwhat it's like back East where Isuffered two hard winters, where my knuckles
and fingers were s o cold that every time I tried to work on the car it bit me and blood
was spilled!
However, if you really want to d o it you will, you don't have to, you have to want
to! The same mindset applies to attending events. Nobody makes you go, you have to
want to go! So why not look in the back of this "Driver"(see "Where to 'B") and plan to
attend at least oneevent this coming summer, it'll do you and your MGapower of good!
Meanwhile thanks again for all your kind comments on the magazine.
We are trying to bring you the very best in information, technical stuff and
lighthearted MG features. And we are getting a load of support from various quarters,
for instance Ken Costello (see page 8) called from England to say, "Hi!" and how much
he is looking forward to our National Meet in St. Louis this June. One of our esteemed
advertisers wrote to say that reading the "Driver" had encouraged him to go out and
get his MGB running again for the first time in ages! Great stuff!Also I hope you like our
new lookcover for the "Driver"maybe you'vegot asuitable upright photo in your files
we could use on the cover? If so, send it in-you could win a super prize, honest!
Talking of advertisers-remember they are invaluable to producing the "MGB
Driver" and we have several new advertisers in this issue. Please give them your
support in addition to the 'regulars', without whom you wouldn't be reading this!
Finally, I was driving behind an MGB recently on the Pacific Coast Highway and
as usual I was giving it a good looking over, as we traveled along. Then I spotted a
bumper sticker on the 'B and thought at first it seemed rather offensive as it read,
"MGB = EFF YOU ENN"! However, I leave you to work it out but the lad was right!!!
Have FUN!
Marcham Rhoade
continued on page 23
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MGB: Caroline Robinson, 614 Eastern Avenue S.E., Grand Rapids, MI 49503, (616) 245-2141
MIDGET: Bruce Wyckoff, 3130 Marcia Lane, Hamilton, MI 49419, (616) 751-7200
1967 MGBGT Special: Gregg Purvis, 2285 Pavillion Walk, Holland, MI 49424. (616) 399.4645.
1974'/z MGBs: Steve Harding, 1913-D Darby Road, Havertown, PA 19803, (215) 446-2073
MGB V8s: Curt Downing, 1355 Notch Road, Cheshire, CT 06410, (203) 888-1448
MGB LEs: To Be Announced
MG1100/1300s: Thomas K. Gaylord, 3180 Verdun Drive, N.W., Atlanta, CA 30305, (404) 261-5083
The North American MGB Register is affiliated t o the MG Car Club of England. The MG Car Club
was founded in 1930and is the original factorysupported, and approved organization forall MGs,
with the Club Headquarters situated in Abingdon-on-Thames close by the birthplace of all MGs.
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Page 50 ............... Experiencesof an Amateur Mechanic
Preston Douglas

Plus: Letters, Tech Topics, Where2'B1 and much more!

FROM YOUR SECRETARY

Jerome Rosenberger

Well, winter is upon us and many of you will have your MGBs stored away in
some warm spot, safe from the ravages of salt and ice, but not your Secretary! My
hard top is snapped tightly down and I'm still having fun driving to and from work
Monday through Friday and making "donuts" in the snow on weekends! Are you
jealous orwhat? Of course that's how 'Rusty' earned his name, but those of you who
have seen my 'B already knew that! Rusty did take 6th place in the "Beater" class at
Twist's Summer MG Party and hopes t o improve upon that next year, and I'm doing
all I can t o help him meet that goal!
Winter is also the time when Edna and I usually make plans for the coming
summer. This year the one event not t o be missed is "MG '93"in St. Louis. The event
will be one day shorter than last years tremendous convention in Canada, but Robin
Weatherall and the rest of the St. Louis MG Club are doing everything they can t o
insure t h e welcome and the convention is even more successful than before.
We had the opportunity t o visit the Convention Hotel last fall and it's hard t o
imagine a better spot for a large MG event. The hotel is really super and attached t o
the hotel is the West Port Plaza with over 18 different restaurants, all kinds of shops
for every taste, even a comedy club! (Don't you think we have enough comedians in
the MGB Register as it is?-Ed) St. Louis has s o many other attractions t o offer the
visitor, The Anheiser Busch Brewery should prove popular, a s well a s the famous
Gateway Arch, the Mississippi Riverside Scene, the National Transport Museum and
much more!
The Car Show will be held at Creve Cour Park, a short distance from the hotel
where there is a public beach just across the road from where we will hold the show.
You may wish t o take your swim suit and cool off with the kids while thejudges give
your MG the once over!
Registration packets will go in themail sometime in thenear future, s o if you are
coming, send your registration in a s soon a s possible. You don't want t o miss this
one!
Here's t o '93!-Jerome

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT

John H. Twist

The North American MGB Register enters 1993 fresh, dynamic and strong. Our
membership continues t o grow each month, and those not renewing their memberships are very few. Membership expansion is my foremost goal and I would be
thrilled t o have reached 2,000 members by the time I step down a s your Chairman.
We are well financed! Through fiscal restraint we are able to pay our bills from
your dues and we d o not rely on future memberships t o pay for current expenses.
The efforts of our Publicity Coordinator t o secure advertising for the "MGBDriver"
greatly assist in covering publication expenses, and our treasurer RockYarrington,
has an eagle eye for expenses and keeps us well funded.
Our dynamite publication the "MGBDriverVisone of the best club publications
around! Marcham Rhoade and his able assistants provide us with news, technical
articles, features, history and superb photographs all in this glossy, superb,
glovebox size journal. Where else can a club member get this kind of value?
Our membership continues t o offer the MGB, Midget and 1100/1300 driver
assistance with new and used parts and service. Our soon-to-bepublished services
and membership directory will be a first for any MG Club in the USA, produced 'inhouse'!
The first NAMGBR Convention, "MG Canada '92" s e t the tone and the expectations for our next convention "MG '93" in St. Louis. I can assure you that the St. Louis
club is organizing an incredible show for this summer. Bruce Wyckoff, our v i c e
chairman, and myself viewed the site for this year's convention ...it is un"B"lievable!
The Washington D.C. Center, MG Car Club will host our "MG '94" convention in the
D.C./Fredericksburg area--our first convention on the Eastern seaboard.
Even more good news comes from England, our 'parent' organization, the MG
Car Club, has just changed its entireBoard of Directors and Chairman after adifficult
and, at times, distressing year. We look forward t o a new and energetic relationship
with our British cousins. To crown it all, Rover Europe has announced the introduction of the MG RV8, the first 'real' MG in a dozen years!
After three vears I will be steming- down a s your Chairman at the end of this
coming year, making way for fresh enthusiasm and new leadership, continuing and
emphasizing our drive for a democratic and member responsive organization. We
will be eager t o receive your nominations for your next Chairman at the appropriate
time.
A Very Happy New Year t o You All and "Safety Fast"!
. A

John H. Twist
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World's Leading Supplier
Of British Car Parts!

M C BOOK REVIEW
By David A. Knowles
"MGB-Guideto Purchase and Do-It-YourselfRestoration " b y Lindsay Porter
It is now ten years since Lindsay Porter first produced his best selling book on the
subject of MGB restoration, and during the decade that followed several significant
events took place which made the revision and reprinting of this important work
inevitable.
The original book contained 224 pages and Lindsay's thorough overhaul has
resulted in an extra 130 pages in this new version! Sowhat is new, and is it worth while
buying this new version if you already have the original? If one lays the two books
alongside each other and compares them, it soon becomes apparent that a massive
amount of work has gone into rewriting nearly every section, with several very
important new chapters being introduced on such subjects a s re-shelling an MGB
using a Heritage bodyshell. This latter chapter alone makes the book worth buying,
since there is a wealth of information based on the author's first hand experience of
rebodying an MGB roadster with an early Heritage shell. There are also new sections
covering the retrimming of an MGB, with expert advice from the staff at Moss Europe,
and the sum total is a very comprehensive rebuild guide for anyone contemplating
buying and rebuilding an MGB.
I was, however, disappointed to find a few fairly minor, but still irritating and
surprising bald errors of fact, some of which appeared in theoriginal book, which have
sadly been perpetuated in the new edition. For example, Lindsay states not once, but
twice that the presence of a rear fenderlvalance seam on early cars is a sign of
originality! Surely just about everyone but the family cat knows that visibleseams only
appeared in 1974 a s a result of efforts t o cut down on the amount of leaded joints in
the MGB bodyshell? Similarly, Lindsay states that the Limited Edition MGB and MGB
GT of late 1980 were finished in Pewter (roadster) or Gold (GT) whereas the correct
colors were of course Bronze and Pewter respectively. These errors were among a
number of minor, but silly ones which I pointed out t o theauthor soon after theoriginal
version was published and it is disappointing t o see that not only were they perpetuated in the numerous reprints of the first edition, but appear to have survived the
thorough revision which one might have expected in this work.
Lindsay also implies that only early MGBs were fitted with footwellvents, whereas
these were one feature which persisted right through t o the end of production.
However, I was pleased t o see that Lindsay has sensibly resorted to the expert advice
of the Heritage archivist, Anders Ditlev Clausager (sadly rechristened Andres-but
never mind Lidnsey!), when it came to the color/trim combinations. The original
edition had clearly used such references a s the factory workshop manuals, and these
were unfortunately incorrect in several important details. Anders and myself c o r r e
sponded on this subject for some timeand followingthat I think it is fair to say that the
information on bodyltrim colors in the new book is pretty accurate.
In conclusion, I don't wish the caveats above t o detract from thevalue of this new
book, on the contrary 1 think that Lindsay Porter's masterpiece is still an excellent
guide which provides a very useful adjunct to the Haynes and factory workshop
literature and manuals. With the knowledge that it isn't quite perfect, I recommend
every MGB Register enthusiast to add this t o his bookshelf.
(Editor's Note-Lindsay's book is available from Moss (#211-365), Victoria British
(#9219), Britbooks, and other major advertisers in the "Driver".)
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COSTELLO MAGIC
The Latest Creation From The Original MGB V8 Man!
By Steve Cropley, "Autoclassics"
Ken Costello, who pioneered the MGB V8 20 years ago, has done it again! As
Rover majors on its new RV8, we had the opportunity to drive Costello's latest
creation, a car which promises to match the RV8 for power, roadholding, and
refinement, but which costs less that the RV8 to build and has the virtue of
preserving the B's classic shape.
The latest Costello MG, based on a chrome bumpered MGB GT Heritage shell,
has a 4liter V8, puts its 200bhp through a strong but compact five-speed gearbox of
Ken Costello's own design, and has a suspension redesigned to principles very
similar to the RV8. Double wishbones and coil springs at the front, live rear axle with
leaf springs but vertically mounted shock absorbers and lots of longitudinal links at
the rear.
To cap it all, Costello uses eight spoke Minilite-style alloy wheels with 65 series,
15" tires, plus AP Racing ventilated front disc brakes with four pot calipers to bring
retardation up to the mark. Typical of Ken's attention to detail is the fact that this
beefy brake system is supported by a U.S.-designed mechanical anti-lock braking
system called the ABStrax.
The Costello MGB GT looks much like any other GT if you discount the bigger
wheels and tires-that's the idea. But under the skin it's been greatly altered. Apart
from its big AP brakes there's the Harvey-Bailey developed double wishbone
suspension (no more lever arm dampers!) and Ken says there's a plan for a coilspring MGB rear-end locked inside his head ...he just hasn't had the time to get it out
yet!
The power unit is a blueprinted and balanced Rover Vitesse injection unit,
equipped with a beautifully engineered set of free-flow exhaust headers and leading
into a single downpipe stainless steel exhaust system. The engine which burns
super Green unleaded fuel is good for an easy 210bhp but Ken prefers to talk about
200 horses 'in round figures'.
There is evidence of painstaking development work all over the car. The heater
fan has its blades modified to provide a better airflow into the cabin, and the car has
an added central rear brake light because Costello thinks they're safer. The sunroof
Continued on page 10

The Costello MCB CT at speed.

Costello Magic - continued from page 9
Ken denies that he has any plans t o rival Rover's RV8 creation-for one thing
he could never build a serious production run from Costello's modest headquarters
in Swanley. For another he's more concerned with overseeing full scale production
of his five-speed gearbox, a high-torque unit designed to be lighter and stronger than
equivalent units and easily capable of being refined t o a six-speed. Ken admits he
could build the 'odd' car for customers who really wanted one, but is reluctant to
put a price on the job. However intelligent estimates put the price of a full spec,
injected 4 liter based on a Heritage GT shell and packed with new parts at around
522,000.
So this latter day Costello MG is anything but a serious attempt by its maker to
rival the RV8. For one thing with its chrome bumpers it looks like a product of the
'60s. No-it's the latest piece of evidence that Ken Costello's original MGB GT V8
concept was a true tour-de-force, leadingto the 2,591V8s built at Abingdon, and with
Rover now putting the RV8 into production, proves the eminent sense of the new
concept.

The heart of the beast- 4 liter V8 and 6-speed manual trans designed by Ken Costello.
is mohair-not vinyl-and the MGC differential contains a Quaife limited slip
mechanism because in a car of this power (working it in overdrive top gives around
27mph per 1,000rpm for exceptionally easy cruising) Ken thinks it's a must. And if
that's not enough attention to detail for you, there's an all leather interior, a Momo
steering wheel (of 1"less diameter than stock), revised backrest padding t o give the
seats more side support, and a ferocious set of air horns!
On the road the car is nothing but pure delight! Its improved suspension is
immediately obvious although the unassisted steering still has a, typically MGB,
slightly woolly directness but the front wheels resist oversteer far better than
standard and the body rolls far less. For all its leaf springs, the rear-end copes with
the power extremely well, there's no axle tramp even under big power applications
and the lightly loaded rear wheels grip surprisingly well in the dry. They can be
readily made t o lose adhesion and snap into oversteer with applications of torque
but the car stays flat and predictable at all times.
The biggest feature, of course, is the power. Rover claims under six seconds for
the RV8 and the Costello V8 is no slower. Tickle the throttle at any speed above idle,
and it bounds away. Press the loud pedal seriously and the BGT just eats the road
producing a delightful (but not too loud) growl as it goes.
Costello's bespoke gearbox has short well-defined throws and ideal ratios for
lots of power, though lots of gearchanging is hardly on the agenda for this MG. The
beauty of the car is its supreme flexibility-it has all of the power but none of the
fluffiness of a carburetor fed Rover V8, and after spending an hour in this BGT you
will not be able to believe that this fast, refined, relatively quiet Grand Tourer isn't
the product of some major manufacturer's long-winded development program.
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(Editor's Note-Late update!: We've just heard from Ken Costello that he has modified
the injection chambers so thatthe system will fit both left hand and right hand drive cars,
and meet emission regs. And get this!-Ken
has a new US. spec roadster which is
coming to America for road tests. Watch this space!
Like what you've just read? Want to meet the man himself? Well the North
American MGB Register hopes to host Ken Costello a s our chief ,.guest a t the NAMGBR
Annual Convention in St. Louis, Missouri next June!Make yourreservations now for this
exciting event!)
more photos on page 12

Ken Costello with his creation.
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Costello Magic - continued h-om page 11

'Bing Different

This MCB CTadds a whole new'meaning to "I blew him into the weeds."

Lucas strikes again! Photo-Jai

and a 0-60 time o f 4.5 seconds!

A Canadian MCB with rather sTRange wheels!
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Deagan
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MC NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
Lindsay Porter is well known to MGB owners as the author of a coupleof books
on restoration and repair. The latest edition of the "MCB Guide to Purchase and
Restoration"carries an account of the rebuild of a 1969 MGB Roadster utilizing a
brand new Heritage shell and with certain extras added. Some of these include
Jaguar gray hide seats, Lucas electric windows, and a CD autochanger in the trunk.
Moss coil-over front suspension and Stage 1 tuning to the motor lead Lindsay to
claim the car as the MGB for the '90s.
The car was recently offered for sale in England-the price? f 16,000! (About
$24,000 at the current rate of exchange). We'll let you know if there are any takers!

ITTAKES
THOUSANDS
OFPARTS
To MAKE AN MGB.
IT ONLY
TAKES
ONECALL
TO
HAVETHEM
DELIVERED

More On Paint Spotting
You may recall that some time ago we had a series of letters in the pages of the
"MCBDriver" concerning paint spotting-where white marks appeared inside the
paintwork on some member's MGBs-mainly on horizontal surfaces. Experts now
blame a combination of hot weather, rain and some polishes for these unsightly
rings which appear mainly on cars with porous paintwork. A leading authority for
Simoniz blamed the problem on acid rain being evaporated by sunlight or engine
heat. Using almost any kind of polish produces beading when wet and if the beading
is exposed t o strong sunlight the water droplets act as little magnifying glasses on
the paintwork, and based on complaints received by the polish manufacturers,
maroon is the worst hit color and spotting is more likely on cars that have been
resprayed. So be warned-leather off your MGB before the sun comes up!
More Winners!
We were delighted to learn that our members swept the board at an MGB
Convention held in Palo Alto last fall! Congratulations to:
Bob &Sandy Swain-1st place--1977 MGB
Doug & Sandy Forquer-1st place-1967 MGB
Mike &Shelley Jensen-1st place-1968 MGB GT
All are members of the Sacramento Valley MG Car Club and the North
American MGB Register!
British Motor Heritage has introduced four more original quality parts
for the MGB including thecritical jack tube assembly which is being manufactured in cold drawn seamless tube to conform to all safety requirements. Other
new parts are the rubber bumper retainer, the bonnet lock platform and the 1Bvolt
battery box. All these will be available from the appropriate Heritage approved
specialists.
Also the introduction of the MG RV8 has meant that a lot of panels that have
not been available for the MGB family will soon reappear. Announcements are
promised over the next few months for front cross members, gearbox cross
members, pedal boxes, hand brake, foot pedals and lots more! Heritage claims
that soon you will be able to build an entire MGB-an amazing fact-more than
12 years after the car went out of production.
Continued on page 23
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A NOTE ON MCB RACE CARS

Our Next Issue Will Feature MCB/Midget/1300
Motorsports-Here's a Taster!

This was sent as a letter to the Register, but we thought it deserved rather
greater prominence than on the letters page, read on!
Dear Register,
1 read with interest the latest copy of the "MGBDriver" particularly the article
on Don Hayter. The MGB throng is especially fortunate that the car has achieved
modern classic status while so many of the people involved with its historyare still
around to tell us about it.
As is inevitably the case, however, with interview articles such as the one on Mr
Hayter, small historical inaccuracies have a tendency to creep in. Usually of no
concern to anyone except an eccentric like me, (we have a lot of eccentrics in the
Register!-Ed) there is one area that should be elaborated upon as the 'gee-whiz'
factor may be of interest to readers. This subject, the one closest to my heart, is MG
race cars.
Although it is well established that all MGBs and MGCs were equipped with alloy
bonnets through the 1969 model year, the one point that is still glossed over in many
texts is that though the works cars appeared to be virtually standard, they were in
reality quite modified. In this case, the subject being the use of alloy panels early on.
The first three works cars-numbers GHN3/3698, GHN3/3699 and GHN3/3700 carrying the U.K. registration numbers GDBL, 7DBL, and 8DBL--originally were fitted with
all bolt4n panels in alloy. Specifically these were the bonnet and boot lid, both
doors, both front fenders and the front valance. (Isay originally because three or
perhaps four different MGBs, as an example, wore the 6DBL registration number!).
Theworks cars were all built to this configuration until the MGC lightweight cam
along. These cars were unique because, in addition to the bolt-on panels, all the
external panels were alloy-welded, riveted or glued in place. Popular theory has it
that
sets
MGC ~ a n e lwere
s
~ r o d u c e dand assembled into cars. (Two works
.
...
. .six
- .-.
- - ..of
. the
.
racers RMO and MBL, and 4 addit'ional cars built up by John chathim.) Strong
evidence exists that more than 6, perhaps as many as 10, sets of panels were done.
Because the accounting methods may have been of the 'winkand nod'variety, it may
be years before the complete story comes out-if ever!
An interesting additional fact never talked about is the building of two MGB race
cars for Kjell Quvale to enter privately in the 1963Sebringrace. Thesecars were part
of the first batch of a dozen or so MGBs to come down the production line and were
then taken 'round the back'to the Comps. Dept. to bemodified. Here they were fitted
with the samealloy panels used by the works cars. They also had Plexiglass windows
installed and both cars still exist. Those readers who may have been E Production
racers and always wondered how the SCCA came up with the low weight for the
MGB-the simple truth is that the SCCA just weighed the first MGBs they laid their
eyes on ...Quvale's Iris Blue roadsters! The alloy panels and plastic windows went
unnoticed!
Sincerely,
-

-- - -

- - -

.-

CaliforniaNAMGBR member, Bill Haislett, faithfully records his successes with the
"MGBRace Cam"+ video camera mounted on his rollbar.

~~

'

Lloyd Faust
Placentia, CA

Horst Pokroppa, also a NAMGBR member, leads the field in a Dutch event.
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FROM THE MIDGET REGISTRAR
Bruce Wyckoff

...and a wonderful Summer it was-the Summer of '92! MG CANADA '92,
NAMGBR's first National Convention was a roaring success. Through the hard work
of Ed Moody and Keith Holdsworth and other members of the Toronto MGCC, this
was the greatest of MG times! A bit of a reunion occurred while in Canada. Two
Midgets and their owners turned up for Saturday's impressive car show-the cars
owned by Paul and Carolina Ford of Strathroy, Ontario and Steve Collins of
Peterborough were only 99 numbers apart (228082 and 228181) and the engine
numbers were even closer (FP 77973 and 77980) and you can add t o this the Midget
of Elizabeth and Paul Morrison of Whitby, Ontario (227869 and FP19789). It's great
to see old factory mates together after all these years!
1 promised you in a recent "MGBDriver" that the Midget Register would give a
certificate to the youngest and oldest Midget currently in the Registry. Well the
oldest car in the Registry belongs to Steve Guttorman of Duluth, Minnesota. Steve's
1965 Midget is Tartan Red with black interior. Finishing a close second were Daniel
and Susan Donahue of West Allis, Wisconsin. Their British Racing Green Midget was
born in June of 1965 (and was featured in the "Driuer"Vol.1 No.5-Edl)
The youngest member in our family belongs t o Michael Howard of Novi,
Michigan whose Aztec Yellow Midget is GAN6UL/224920-G and was born in May
1979. Close behind was J. Herbert Bradt of West Seneca, New York whose May 1979
Midget carries GAN6ULl224802-G. So hearty congratulations to Steve and Michael,
our Midget Register winners for 1992!
Some of you may have noticed and ad. in "HemmingsMotor News" in which a
gentleman was trying to sell his 1979 Midget ...for $19,000! Well I just had to call!! As
the Midget Registrar, curiosity about how the owner arrived at that asking price got
to me. When 1 finally reached the owner he was very cold towards me-after all I
wasn't going t o buy his car. He told me he was thesecond owner and that the car only
had 190 miles on the clock. When asked how he arrived at the price he informed me
that a car that old and with such mileage would justify that price. Then he asked me
if the price was too low!! Suddenly he decided that he had talked to me long enough,
and I wished him luck on the sale of his Midget. I have never met or talked t o aTRUE
Midget owner who wouldn't (or couldn't!) stop talking about their cars and I have
talked for hours with Midget owners all around the country. These people are real
Midget owners-they are not afraid to taketheir cars out on the road and havealittle
fun. Once again I wish the seller of the low mileage Midget the best. I only hope that
his Midget falls into the hands of a genuine Midget owner who knows the true value
of a Midget @riving it!)
Now I owe some of you an apology, we have been in the process of moving house
and due t o the move a few of your questions still have t o be answered. Now we are
settled, thenew address and phone number are inside the front cover of the "Driver"
and I thank you for your patience.

Why drive an economy car
that looks like a closed little box?
Drive the wide-o~en

With these extras FREE:
FREE:AM/FM r a d i o .
FREE: Wheel trim rims.
FREE: Luggage rack.
FREE: Special striping.
Now, for alirnited timeonly, at participating MG dealers, the MG Midget Spec~alcomesw~thall these free
extras, plus these impress~veMPG figures: 37 on
the highway and 25 in the city. Of course, these are
EPA estimates (lower in California) that may vary,

322-4400.
British Leyland

MG MIDGET THE LOWEST-PRICEDTRUE SPORTS CAR
IS EVEN A BETTER VALUE NOW.

LElTERS TO T H E REGISTER
Satisfied Customers!
Dear Register,
Our sincerethanks toall the people that workso hard to make OURRegister one
which we are sovery proud of. We plan to renew our membership (enclosed) as long
as we are able to do so in good feelings!
Sincerely,
Maryann Berry
Torrance, CA
(P.S. The 'B is mine the 'C is Jerry's and of course Jerry is my favorite mechanic,
bodyman, painter, etc., etc!)
All That Glitters!
Dear Register,
In regard to the letter from Steve Olson in the Sept./Oct. issue of the "MCB
Driver",I will speak for the Midget Register, but please someone correct me if I am
wrong! On my 1975Midget the horn button was gold. The badge on the front bumper
was red and the trunk lid badge was black. I don't believe there were gold badges
offered for the Midget, but like I said-] could be wrong! In answer to Steve's question
on side stripes, I am searching for further information. Any Midget owners out there
please note my new address (inside front cover).
Bruce Wyckoff
Hamilton, MI
NAMGBR MIDGET REGISTRAR.
(See Midget Regishy news on page 18-Ed)

number! Most instances are a little, o r a lot less than the extreme and most entries
will fall into this category.
b) Cars which are original in that they still carry the original paint and top (if
any!) which were fitted at Abingdon when new. These nowadays will be pretty rare
birds, but are all the more praiseworthy for that.
c) Cars which are dolled up beyond the Abingdon specification with pipes,
carbs, header tanks etc. polished or chrome plated, and with 'extras' hung all over
it, s o that it is more suited to a jeweller's window than a car park! Such cars will
usually fall into 1. or 2. above and should be dealt with accordingly.
If you will distill what I have said so far you may realize that I am aiming to ensure
that a major prize does not necessarily go to the most affluent. A person with a car
conforming to 3b above, which is used every day, yet is kept in sparkling condition
is much moreworthy of the accolade-in myview-than the person towhom money
is no object, who probably has more than one other car for his daily use and
maybe-just maybe-has the workdone by professionals and just picks up the tab.
Against all this background, how is a car to be judged--or perhaps better how
is a judge to appraise the cars in front of him? My belief is that a person who really
knows cars can look at them, sit in them and get a 'feel', an ambience which will tell
them where each one fits in the hit parade! And he/she is the judge, the decision is
his/hers, and the judge need not explain themselves to anyone. If a majority of Club

Continued on page 22

M G Parking Only
Signs
$15.00 each

JohnThornley on Concours
Recently Bob and Sue Mason, NAMGBR stalwarts, asked John Thornley for his
views on awarding a trophy to MGs at their British Car Show in sunny Alabama!
Especially, how thecars should be judged. Weare privileged to print an extract from
JHT's letter in reply ...
Dear Sue,
From time to time I have been involved in judging concours and have found it
very irksome to have to work to some system of marks or percentages designed to
make the job 'simple and fair'. Such methods areverytedious to operate and seldom
produce the right answer. Here follow some of my thoughts:
1. Purpose maintained cars-i.e. cars prepared and kept solely for concours or
exhibition-should start off 'below' the line in the judges thinking.
2. Cars should be driven on the open road to the event. Those which arrive on
trailers o r in vans should be regarded somewhat askance and dealt with as in 1.
above.
3. Originality-acomplexsubject-to
simplify, divideentries into three groups
in the judge's mind:
a) Cars where an effort has been made to restore them to the MG Car Company's
original specification. In the extreme this will include a car on which every part has
been replaced by new ones, s o that the only original thing about it is the chassis

II PARKING II:

1

ONLY

C

9" x 12" Aluminum Painted
White with MG octagon in
Black and White
or
Black and Red
Add $3.50 for UPS
or
$5.00 for UPS 2nd Day Air
California Residents add 7.75%
Sales Tax.
Send SOU for Color Brochures.
Dealer and Club Inquiries Invited.

E&E

ENTERPRISES
P.O. BOX 6 5 2
CALIMESA, CALIFORNIA 9 2 3 2 0

FAX (714) 795-7351
All Other Business (714) 795-5414

Letters to the Register - continued from page 21
members disagree with the judge then they needn't ask them to judge again! I hope
all this helps, though I realize that it may make confusion worse confounded!
My best regards,
Sincerely,
John Thornley
Somerset, England
(Editor's note-Having had my award-winning MCB personally judged by JHT
some 13 years ago at a major event, I know that the sentiments he expresses are those
he has adhered to for many years.)

Story To Be Told?
Dear Register,
I am glad I joined the North American MGB Register and I think the "MCB
Driver9'isgreat! My family went to MG '92 in Canada and had a great time. I would
like t o send you a story about our trip and all the problems we experienced for
possible inclusion in the magazine. Keep up the good work and I look forward to
receiving more club information from you each month.
Sincerely,
H. Wayne Norman
Bel Air, MD
(Send the story Wayne, we encourage members conm'butions!!!By the way,
members in the Maryland area may be interested to know that Wayne and his
partner, Joe Clark, operate Freestate British Ltd., MCB parts and repair. They can be
reached on (410) 879-6975.-Ed)
Spring Is Here!
Dear Register,
I read with interest in a recent issue of the "MCBDriver", (Vo1.2 No.3)
Dwaine's problem concerning tire t o rear fender clearances. Unfortunately this is
a fairly common problem on both Roadsters and GTs. During my many years of
working on MGBs, there never seemed t o be a need to rectify the problem a s
long as the tire did not contact the fender. Wrong-this problem actually results
in the rear axle attempting to steer the car and therefore should be rectified.
Beginning in 1992 British Automotive has been developing composite leaf
springs and during this period I believe I have stumbled on the causes of those
unequal tire t o rear fender clearances. It appears that the torque characteristics
imparted on the rear axle during acceleration result in the road springs taking a
permanent set from right to left. As the road springs deteriorate and wear
becomes apparent, the problem becomes more exaggerated.
The solution therefore is to renew the road springs, but unfortunately there
is no guarantee that the measurements will be equal from side to side.The
problem now is that the whole cycle begins again, s o therefore unless a panhard
rod is fitted to locate the rear axle and road springs central to the body, this
becomes a less than permanent solution. It is important that a full four wheel
alignment be carried out after the panhard rod installation s o as to ensure that

the rear road wheels are in line with the axles of the front wheels. Adjustment if
necessary can now be made by shortening or lengthening the panhard rod a s
required.
Sincerely,
Douglas Jackson, British Automotive, Novato, CA
(In our next issue we'll bring you further details of the composite leaf springs
sold by Doug's company-you'll find it interesting!.-Ed)

MC News - continued from page 14
THE MARQUE HAS RETURNED!
You read the story of the new MG RV8 in our last issue and recently we had sight
of the original sales brochure issued at the British Motor Show for this superb
machine, titled a s above.
This 28 page, glossy, high-quality piece of literature, 10 '12" by 12 '12" in size, is
now being offered by Moss Motors at the incredibly low price of $4.95! Nearly 40
superb color photographs of the 'dream' MG are complemented by detailed technical specifications, build information and much more! This book for the 'forty grand'
MG is worth putting on your coffee table and certainly no MG literature collector can
afford to miss this one! Stocks are limited, s o hurry!
The Moss number is #213-250; "MCRV8 Sales Brochurenand again it's $4.95.
COLLECTOR'S ITEMS!
Your Editor recently sent to England for a new collection of reprinted MGB
brochures published by British Motor Heritage Trust. He could have saved himself
the trouble, because the same set was recently announced a s available from Moss
Motors! Part #2 12-425, "TheHeritage Portfolio".
While there's nothing quite as good as the original real thing, these reproductions from the original Nuffield Press come pretty close. Six brochures are in the set
and are accompanied by a detailed introductory sheet from Anders Clausager, the
Heritage Archivist. Models covered include the 1962 MGB launch brochure, the first
MGB GT leaflet, the 1967 MGB MkIl brochure and even one for the MGB GT V8!
They come nicely packaged in a sturdy folder with MG logos. To buy this set of
brochures in pristine condition at fleamarkets would probably cost you in the region
of $100.00. The set from Moss costs just $49.95 and is an ideal starter set for
collectors of MGB memorabilia.

The Editor's View - continued from page 3
The editorial staff would like t o thank the committee and members of the Register
for the Honor Plaque awarded to them at the Fall Annual General Meeting! It was
deeply appreciated!!
M.R. & J.L.J.

THE MCB COLD FINISHED BADGES
David Knowles
Hands up, all those of you who thought the subject of gold badges for the MGB
was a simple one? For the uninitiated, 1975 was decreed by British Leyland, MG
masters of the time, as "Golden Jubilee Year" based, one presumes, upon an
erroneous assumption that a 1925 Lands End Trial run of Cecil Kimber's 'Old
Number 1' marked MG's debut.
In order to mark this momentous event it was decided that all MGs built during
1975 (not you will note the 1975 model year!) would have gold finished MG badges
instead of the normal chrome finished type.
Geoff Allen (see last issue of the"Drioerv) recalls going into the factory in the
New Year of 1975 and learning that it had been decided that 750 "Jubilee" MGB GTs
would be built in 1975and as a consequence ALL 1975MGs would be fitted with gold
finished badges.
The difficulty for the student of MG history is that the actual chassis numbers
involved were never recorded, and therefore we can only, at best, make an educated
guess as to exactlywhen theactual changeovers tookplace. One useful pointer is the
fact that the background color of the "MG" badge on the steering wheel center boss
was changed in 1975 from red to a pale creamy yellow, which was presumably
intended to resemble gold! This color change took place at chassis numbers GHN5
369259 for the MGB Roadster and GHD5-369697 for the MGB GT.
The table shows the principal badge changes which took place during the early
part of 'rubber-bumper' MGB production; the story of the later badge variants found
towards the end of production is worthy of a separate study! It is worth noting that
the gold finish was not very durable, either in terms of abrasion resistance or of color
fastness and as a result many badges which started off as gold have over the years
faded back to silver! Several owners who had doubted that their MGBs were fitted
with gold badges were surprised to find when taking them off their car, that the
hidden surfaces of the badges were in fact gold! However, like all good MG stories the
truth is even less simple than the above suggests, because several long-term owners
(who I have no reason to doubt) have assured me that theircars (especially the MGB
GT V8s which are in some ways easier to document due to their smaller production
numbers) have always had chrome badges despite being built in 1975.
The answer seems to be that most likely, in typical Abingdon fashion, stocks of
chrome badges may well have been called into use, if the gold badge parts bin ran
low! The consequence of all this is that these notes can only be regarded as a guide,
and are not set in stone tablets! However if anyone has good reason to contradict
them, please write into NAMGBR and let us know!
David A. Knowles

TABLE OF BADGES USED ON RUBBER BUMPERED MCBS
(Numbers in brackets refer to factory part numbers)
Approximate Dates
and Start of
Chassis Numbers

Front Badges

Rear Badges
Roadster

CT(*)

September to December 1974

GHN5-360301
GHD5-361001

Chrome metal MG
Badge with red
background
(CHA 344)

Chrome metal
'MG' badge with
Black background
(CHA 545)
Chrome MGB
script badge
(AHH 6079)**

Chrome/Black
MGB GT badge
with silver and
blue 'GT'
flash
(BHH 855)

Gold metal MG
badge with black
background
(CHA 508) No
MGB script badge
**

Gold/Black
MGB GT
badge with
Black GT
flash
(HZA 502 1)

Chrome metal MG
badge with black
background. No
MGB script badge
(CHA 545)

Chrome and
black MGB GT
badge with
silver and
black GT
flash
(HZA 5024)

Januaryto December 1975

GHN5-369259
GHD5-369697

Gold metal MG
badge with black
background
(CHA 507)

Januaryto September 1976

GHN5-394008
GHD5-394678

Chrome metal MG
Badge with black
background
(CHA 544)

Notes:
*-The GT was not exported to the USA after the end of 1974, hence the rare
1974'/2cars which include the only U.S. specification, LHD, rubber bumper MGB GTs
ever built. Therefore some of the information under the "GT" heading may only be
of academic interest to many of you. The U.K. had the benefit of the GT right up to
the end of MGB production and in fact the last 'official' MGB was a GT!
**-The official parts catalog does not define the discontinuation point of the MGB
script badge, but since there was no gold version and contemporary photographs
clearly show the trunk lid of 'gold badge' cars as being 'scriptless'-it's a fair
assumption that the MGB script badge was discontinued at the latest, by the end of
1974. Any feedback from owners of 1974'12 MGB Roadsters would be most welcome!

T H E 1974'12 M G B REGISTRAR'S REPORT
Steve Harding
Of all the 'limited' production models of the MGB, the 1974l/2 may be numerically one of the smallest 'limited' production models, except of course for the 750
(752?) Jubilee models produced in 1975, and the MGB GT V8s.
By definition, the '74I/2s are the rubber-bumpered MGBs and MGB GTs produced from September through December 1974, which all received twin SU HIF
Carbs.
The creation of the '74I/2s relates to the increasingly stringent emission restrictions put on car makers in the 1970s. There are two theories offered as to why the
'74'/2s exist, both related to the carburetion set up. One story states that the SU HlFs
that are on the '74'/2s would not pass the 1975 Federal regulations. The other story
is that the Strombergs which were intended for the '75 cars (which is what the
'74I/zs would have been) would also not pass the regulations. Either way, the MG Car
Company said in effect-"These cars were manufactured in 1974, s o we'll call them
'74l/2s!" MGwas not the first car manufacturer touse thetitle for 'half'models-there
are also '64'12 Mustangs!
According to details received from Anders Clausager, Archivist for the British
Motor Heritage Trust, therewere 7,445 1974l/zMGBs produced. 6,521 were exported
to North America of which 5,273 were MGB Roadsters and 1,248were MGB GTs. So
far the Registry has accounted for 58 of the '74I/2s and of course, we are always
seeking new additions t o our records.
In a subsequent issue of the "MGB Driuer"I'11 tell you how to identify a '74I/z but
in the meantime, if you'd like more information about the '74'/zRegistry, please give
me a call at (215) 446-2073, weeknights after 8 PM EST, or you can write t o meat 1913D Darby Road, Havertown, PA 19083.
"Safety Fast"
Steve Harding

The 74//2 CT of Jim Roberts, Rockford, Illinois.
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HOW YOUR MCB WAS INSPECTED AT ABINCDON
On the following pages we have exclusively reproduced some of the documentation that was required for your MGB or Midget following its journey down the
production line at Abingdon in the '70s.
One of the most important pieces of paper was the VEHICLE INSPECTION
HISTORY CARD-Form QED 252, which was headed of course with the relevant
information on the particular car, in terms of Engine, Chassis, Body and Gearbox
Numbers. The track numbers are the individual lines in the factory down which the
car progressed. After each stage the inspector would make a check on a certain
number of parts, including a full BODY INSPECTION (items 01 through 53), and each
item which was found faulty was noted with the Fault Type Coding, which can be
seen at the top right of the card. "LS" meant loose, "IN" meant inoperative and s o on.
If the rectifier could put the fault right he would do so, and only when the fault was
corrected would it be ticked off as clear.
Stage 2 began to really get into the MGB or Midget as the list amply demonstrates, including all gauges, lights, seat belts and the emission control equipment
if fitted, plus many other features which were checked, rectified if necessary and
signed off.
TEST included all mechanical performances, oil leaks, rattles, etc., and was
followed by the WATER TEST, where the MG was checked for leaks! Paint rectification needed was highlighted on the line drawing of an MG like you've never seen!
Also, any body rectification was noted in the appropriate section. The MG then went
to FINALVIEW where a final check of essentials was carried out and the Air Pollution
Control Center also signed off the car. Finally the car's History Card was cleared and
was ready to leave the factory, copies being made and filed for the future.
Another important document in your MG's life was theSHORTAGEScard, where
if any shortages were found or parts were missing (tools, jack, etc.) the operator
would make a note of it on this card. When the MG had been through all the other
stages it would be taken to inspection and put right. It would then be signed a s clear
and the inspector would make a final check and stamp it off a s correct.
It is no coincidence that MG was regularly at the top of the Leyland "Quality
League" which covered all factories and marques within the group, which at that
time also included Jaguar, Rover and Austin! It was not unknown for the MG sign to
be removed from the top of the 'league' table when visitors came to Abingdon, s o
that a more 'prestigious' marque appeared to lead the field! Don't ask why!!
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MCB PROFILE

MGB

I

Two-seater sports tourer, introduced in 1
Abingdon on Thames, Berkshire

je2and manufactured by M G Division of AustinfMorris a t
I

ifile
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THE 1967 M C B C T SPECIALS REGISTRAR
Cregg Purvis
Of the 1,000original 'Specials', apparently few have survived. I have fourteen of
these on my list at present but I am sure there are more out there. If any "Driver"
readers see, or are aware of any just ask the owners to give me a call or drop me a
postcard. I need the following information about the car:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Original owner if known
Original dealer if known
Vehicle number
Original color
Wire wheels?
Racing mirror?
Wood steering wheel? (describe)
Wooden shift knob? (describe)
'Special' fender plaques?
Overdrive fitted?

I have had numerous questions regarding the steering wheels, shift knobs and
mirrors as originally installed. Please refer to the ad reprinted in the May/June 1992
issue of the "MGBDriver" for pictures of these items. I have serious doubts as to
whether these items were identical on all the cars, and I would appreciate any
photographs of these items as they exist today on any 'Specials'. I will then reprint
these, together with my best guess as to what is correct for the car.
I also have 8"x 11"photocopies of the original ads for the '67 'Special' and would
be happy to send these out upon request. Drop me a note (SASE appreciated!) if you
would like a copy.
"Safety Fast"
Gregg Purvis, Registrar
(Editor's note: Come on! There must be a lot more '67 'Specials'out there to help
Gregg find out what was what. Also doesn't anyone know o fa British Leyland dealer or
staft still aliue who might be able to give informationas to what happened when these
GTs were delivered 25 years ago?)
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Restorations by White Post
Complete or partial on any year car. Contact us for more information.

Brake Cylinders Better
Than New
Sleeved with brass to standard size.
Fully guaranteed. Wheel cylinders,
caliper - MO per sleeve. Master, slave,
clutch - $50 per sleeve. Send disassembled cylinders, housings only, to:
White Post Restorations
One Old Car Drive
White-Post, VA 22663

703-837-1140
Ask about our complete cylinder rebuild service.

V.O.R. SERVICE
We ship daily by U.P.S.
All orders received by 3:30
are shipped the same day.
Most Special Orders
within 48 hours.
Rush order Vehicle OM Road
service available until 6:30.
Shipping t Handling. Actual UPS Fees Only

V.O.R. Charges: 3:305:00 $5.00
5:#6:30

$10.00

We're Open on Saturdays,

z

Winter rebuild work scheduled durin
the off season November 15 throug
March 15, is efegible for a special labor
rate of $28.00 per hour based on space
available, if booked with a deposit by
December 31.
With the exception of int and fender
work, we perform virtu$ all aspects of
servicing including, but not limited to
complete driveline and chassis repair,
retrimming and mechanical upgrades, as
well as compre-hensive maintenance and
tuning.
If you would like your sports car to be a
better machine please contact us soon.

S P O R T S CAR
SERVICES
Westminster, W

Westminster, V T

8023874540

8023874540

SERVICE

PARTS

SERVICE

PARTS

TECHNICAL TOPICS
Our Chairman, JohnTwist, Answers Some of Your Queries
Dear John,
The overdrive in my 1969 MGB works just fine for about 10 miles then begins
shifting in and out of overdrive, then fails completely.
When the outside temperature is cool the problem doesn't occur until after 2030 miles. I've checked all the connections, the fluid levels, replaced the column
switch all to no avail. What am I missing to cure the problem?
Scott Armstrong, CA
John replies ...
Dear Scott,
The culprit here is probably adjustment of the 3 4 lockout switch. This is
located on the top left of the gearbox and is just about impossible to reach. You'll
need to disconnect the exhaust at the manifold, drop the gearbox cross member
from under the body, remove the chrome ring and draught excluder around the gear
lever and this will allow access to the switch. (It looks just like the reverse light
switch, but that's on the top right and accessible!) Remove the switch, ensure that
it works freely, remove oneof theorangeshims and replaceit. Then test it with a test
light, rattling the gear lever t o make certain that the switch allows continuity when
in 3rd or 4th.
Dear John,
The fan clutch on my 1979 Midget is beginning to wobble and it growls at idle.
If I replace it with the factory unit will the new one fail s o soon? What about fitting
a fan from a Spitfire, or can I leave it off and just fit an electric fan?
Robert. LA
Dear Robert,
As bad as these clutches wobbleand as much noiseas they make, I've yet to see
one break loose and ruin the radiator. However, I suppose it could happen. I have
seen the hose clamps tightened between the clutch and the fan, but that loads the
fan forward, aggravating the possibility of losing the fan into the radiator. The
Spitfire replacement is well worth the trouble, and it's not too hard to fit. Mounting
an electric fan could be a real problem!
John
Dear John,
I've purchased a 1969 MGB that runs very hot according to the temperature
gauge. I've replaced the thermostat with a 160° type and I'm running cooler plugs.
What else can I do? The car has already got an oil cooler.
Michael. IA
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SERVICE RESTORATION INSTRUCTION
SINCE 1975. EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE MG
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Complete Lubrication Complete Tune Complete Test Drive
Brakes Exhaust Clutch Engines O/D Conversions

1

Shocks Wheels Electrical

I

Short Blocks Cylinder Heads Engines Rocker Assemblies
Gearboxes Overdrives Remote Control Housings
SU & Stromberg Carburetters Exhaust Manifolds
Distributors Starters Dynamos Control Boxes
Wiper Motors Brake Cylinders and Calipers
Kingpin Assemblies Differentials
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Repair Bench Restoration Services
Soft Tops Interiors Carpeting
Rust Repair Paint Detailing

COMPLETE
SERVICE ON:
TC*TD*TF
MGA MGB MGC
MIDGET MAGNETTE 1111300

m
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Technical Topics - continued from page 38
Dear Michael,
It may well be that there is a malfunction of your temperature gauge indicating
a hot engine, when in fact it is running normally! If the petrol gauge is reading high
by the same amount then the voltage stabilizer is suspect. The electrical fault
probably lies in the sending unit, located beneath the thermostat (Green with Blue
wire).
If in fact the engine is overheating, it could be from ignition timing too far
advanced, a lugged radiator or a melted impeller on the water pump (very rare!)
I would suggest replacing the temperature gauge sending unit, getting a hotter
thermostat back into the engine-180" for certain-and use Champion N9Y spark
plugs.
John

MCB Inertia Fuel Cut-Off Switches-A Brief Note
There are two cut-off switches fitted t o the 1975-1980 MGBs which will stop the
flow of gasoline if the MGB is stopped or hit violently.
This is asafety feature designed to prevent a disabled driver from being burned
by an unchecked flow of gas igniting after an accident.
One switch is mechanical and is located on the bulkhead just t o the right of the
master cylinder reservoir. The other switch is electrical and is located behind the
dash above the driver's kick panel.
Sometimes these switches are activated inadvertently by driving on an extremely bumpy road or by hitting a big hole in the pavement. For safety's sake (as
well a s your own!) theswitches should not be disabled or plumbed or wired through!
Each has a small button which allows the switch t o be reset in case it has been
closed.

11 I

BI-METAL RESISTANCE INSTRUMENTATION
From our Technical ConsultantNorman Nock, British Car Specialists, Stockton, CA
The voltage supply t o the instruments on an MGB is controlled by a voltage
stabilizer that is located behind the instruments. If your fuel and temperature gauge
are reading in error or neither of them read, check if you have 12 volts to the green
wire at the fusebox (ignition on). Then locate the voltage regulator behind the
instrument panel and check if you have 12 volts to the green wire on the stabilizer.
With 12 volts at the stabilizer, remove the light green wire from the stabilizer
and check with a test light or voltmeter. You should get a pulsating voltage (on-off).
If thetemperature gaugeis continually readingtoo high the usual problem is the
sending unit. Test by substitution of the sending unit.
If the fuel gauge reads in error, one possibility is that the float in thesending unit
has gas in it. The sender unit is located on the right hand side of the fuel tank. To
remove the unit, jack up the right side of the car (if you have a full tank of gas you
may have to drain some out) and carefully remove the float. This task should be
performed outside away from any buildings. (Editor's Note-We cannot stress enough
that gasoline is a fire hazard-so adopt every safety policy!)
If the float is found to have gas in it, make two small pin holes at each end of the
float and empty out the gas. Close both holes with a small dab of epoxy, then hold
the float in hot water t o check for leaks. Look for small bubbles coming from the float.
Most Britishcar repair shops of repute havethesmith's Automotivelnstrument
tester that can check the accuracy of the fuel and temperature gauges in your MGB
or Midget.
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ltems with a British Flair
Screen Printed and Embroidered Apparel
Customized ltems Available
Enamel Pins, Key Fobs, Model Cars and More
3542 Wellston Ct., i m i Valley, CA 93063

Te1(805)522-5882

Fax (805) 522-9082

CALLFOR OUR FREECATALOG!!
BRITISH PARTS DIRECT has formed VINTAGE MG RACING SERVICES to
satisfy the increasing needsof the MG Vintage enthusiast. We have successfully
sourced from all corners of the U.K. an exclusive range of parts to helpwith race
preparation and maintenance of MGA's, MGB's and Midgets too!
ltems rangingfrom full motors in variousstatesof tune, tothe leather bonnett hold
down straps. In stock at all times are pistons, cams, carbs, headers, C/R - SIC
gear sets, LSD units, minilite wheels, 010 & WO, race tyres, suspension parts,
upratedshocks, springs, brake pads, etc. Pleasecall with your requirements and
we'll offer our own racing experience & knowledge.
C U l FOR FRE W A S PERFORllUmPARTS CATUOa
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ANSWERS TO OUR CHRISTMAS QUIZ!!
Well, how did you do? Did you d o it at all? In our last issue we asked you to give
us the particular products the following companies supplied for our beloved MGBs
(and other B.L. products). We admit that some of the products were quite difficult
to define, but at least we feel we've added t o your knowledge of who made what for
your 'B! Quite a few of you took up our challenge and we got several near correct sets
of answers from you. However when all was added up the winner was Nick Johnson
who will receive a super prize, supplied by Moss Motors, Ltd.
Avon Industrial Polymers, Bradford on Avon
Armstrong Patents Ltd., Beverly, E.Yorks
Automotive Products Ltd., Leamington, Spa
Blumel Wheels Ltd. Coventry
Brockhouse Berry Ltd.
Bowater Flexpipe Ltd.
Barlow Fasteners Ltd., Wednesbury
Coventry Hood and Seating, Coventry
Charles (Wednesbury) Ltd., Staffs
Duramark Ltd., Henley on Thames
Dartcash Engineering Ltd., Stoke on Trent
Dunlop Wheel Division, Coventry
Dunlop Ltd., Birmingham
Dowty Ltd., Tewkesbury, Glos
Hardy Spicer Ltd., Birmingham
ITS Rubber Ltd., Petersfield, Hants
Kangol Magnet Ltd., Carlisle
L.E. Perei Auto Devices Ltd.,Farham
L.C.P. Ltd.,Cradley Heath, Warley
Lucas Electrical Ltd., Birmingham
Linread Cold Forge Ltd., Birmingham
3M United Kingdom Ltd., London
Mint
Mettalifacture Ltd., Nottingham
Nuffield Press, Oxford
R. Moss Ltd., Oxford
Owen Mumford Ltd., Oxford
Priest Jackson Pressings Ltd.,Rowley Regis
Pirelli Ltd., Burton on Trent
Radiomobile Ltd., Cricklewood
Robery Owen (Darlaston) Ltd., Wednesbury
E. Camelinat and Co Ltd., Birmingham
The Rawlplug Co. Ltd., Kingston on Thames
Smiths Instruments
Silentbloc Ltd., Crawley
S.U. Butec, Oxford
Tucker Fasteners Ltd., Birmingham
Time Instrument Manufacters Ltd., London

For All Your MG Needs
M & G VINTAGE AUTO
265 ROUTE 17
P.O. BOX 226
TUXEDO PARK, NY 10987
Toll Free 800-631-8990
In N.Y. 914-753-5900
FAX 914-753-5613

Hoses
Shock Absorbers
Brake Systems
Steering Wheels
Road Springs
Flexible Hoses
Fasteners
Hoods (tops)!
Nuts, Bolts, Washers
Labels
Small Pressings
Wire Wheels
Tires
Oil Seals
Prop Shafts
Rubber Mountings
Seatbelts
Lamps
Trim
Electrical Components
Fasteners
Seals and Labels
Labels
Car Jack
Literature Packs
Plastic Injection Moldings
Plastic Moldings
Wishbone Assembly
Tires
Car Radios
Rostyle Wheels
Handbrake Assembly
Rawlnuts
Instruments, Heaters
Shackle Pins and Plates
Radiators, Petrol Tank and
Exhausts
Pop Fasteners
Clocks

Catalogs ava~lableupon request,
MGT - MGA - MGB
We run a body shop, do component
rebu~ldlngand restoration, and have
a Showroom of V~ntagecars.

INVESTMENT IN A LEGEND

!!mal
Aulhon7cd Mow D~clnbulor

FAST, FRIENDLY SERVICE
J
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O I L PRESSURES, FILTERS AND BLACK STUFF!
Martin F. Ray
When you start u p your engine, the oil pressure should come u p almost
instantly, otherwise you are doing serious harm t o the working surfaces in your
engine. It has been proved that most of the wear that occurs in an engine, occurs at
start-up. In order to ensure engine longevity there are four factors generally relating
to the matter of oil pressure in a normal engine, with no leaks, excessive wear or
faulty parts.
These are first, the oil pressure relief valve, second, the oil pressure gauge,
third, the oil filter and its set-up and fourth, the manner in which you change your
oil. Of course the quality of the oil you choose is also a vital factor but I will not
discuss this aspect of the problem, within the confines of this article.
The oil pressure relief valve can be leaky and result in a constantly lower
pressure. It functions to reduce initial pressure on start-up to avoid blowing out the
filter, o r if a blockage occurs somewhere in the system. It is possible t o achieve a
higher pressure at cruising and idling speeds by installing a special stronger spring
in thevalve. This is a definite improvement, but on an MGB almost impossible to d o
with the engine in the car (Idid it and I d o not recommend it!). Also during an engine
rebuild, the new relief valve should b e lapped into its seat in the block with valve
grinding compound after which careful cleaning must take place
Two types of oil pressure gauges are installed in MGBs. Early cars and some cars
during the '70s, had a direct reading mechanically operated gauge, and these gauges
when operating properly are excellent. You get avisual readout of the reality of low
oil pressure, which is that it changes, and can get pretty low when the engine gets
hot.
Cars built during 19681971 (approx.) have an electrically operated gauge.
Apart from the fact that the sendingunit for this gauge is veryexpensive, the reading
given is inaccurate and the response of the gauge is unbelievably slow! You could
lose your oil pressure and not know it for several seconds-1 did and subsequently
got a new engine. The gauge does not, in most cases I have seen, show much of a
response t o the drop of pressure that occurs at idling, or the increase in pressure
when the engine speed is increased. I cannot recommend too strongly the idea of
changing this gauge to a mechanical type. Unless you are a stickler for total
originality (in which case see below, since your engine is a lost cause anyway!) this
is the way to go. The rectangular gauge in later (1972-1974l/2 approx.) cars is
mechanical and fits perfectly. The hardest part is installing the plumbing for the line
from theengine to thegauge. I suggest using the stock line which is metal ratherthan
some cheesy plastic line, such as the ones that come with add-on oil gauges. Get a
new hose from the block to the bulkhead (firewall) fitting and a new grommet where
themetal linegoes through the bulkhead. Refer to your MGB manual or Moss catalog
to see the arrangement of parts.
The oil filter in the MGB has gone through a number of changes and again you
can refer t o a Moss catalog to see these. I have found that the only one that results
in truly instant oil pressure is the upright, spin-on type, PROVIDED you have the
right oil filter (and in good condition!) installed. I had great hopes for the early
cannister, given its more 'recycling' style, and then subsequently for the later
hanging spin-on type. Use of the early cannister type, for reasons I d o not understand, results in a pressure lag, and s o does the later hanging spin-on type, although
this is a less severe case since the pressure comes up sooner. I have not tested the

spin-on filter adaptor sold to replace the 'messy' (an absurd description-since the
problem is lack of a good bottom seal!) early type cannister, but I know it uses the
same filter as the later hanging spin-on.
The presence or absence of an oil cooler and its associated plumbing may
influence this, since my '57ZB Magnette has a hanging filter and the pressure comes
up pretty well. I have not been able to tell whether or not the oil cooler lines siphon
the oil out of the filter in some cases, and an oil cooler thermostat may reduce this
problem.
The worst situation is the 1968-1970 or so, upright cannister filter, which was
clearly, along with the electric oil gauge, a design flaw, or possibly a ploy by B.L. t o
get you t o buy a new engine, sooner! This filter allows the oil to drain back to the
sump after the engine is shut,off, forcing the oil pump t o refill it for several seconds
on start-up BEFORE ANY OIL REACHES THE BEARINGS! The resulting wear is
AUDIBLE! Thus if as mentioned before, you are a stickler for originality on such an
MGB then you may be stuck with getting a new or rebuilt engine fairly often! Quite
a sticky wicket a s the English say! It may be possible t o install avertical pipe around
the center bolt to stop the draining effect; I have not tried this.
It is sometimes necessary t o move other components t o install the upright spinon filter. This was thecase with my '64 MGB which has thecoil mounted in a position
that is in the way. A great option for the coil is to use a generator coil mount bracket
as found on the MG 1100,Z Magnette and maybe other BMC cars--otherwise you will
have to drill the inner fender to mount the coil as on later cars. Use a 'nut-sert' a
threaded insert for sheet metal, sort of like a rivet. These can be found in the 1/4-28
size but not at your local hardware store, try a specialty fastener supply store. There
is something negative about altering the stock set-up of your engine compartment,
so either d o it s o it can be put back later easily, or at least d o it elegantly.
The oil filter you use on the upright spin-on oil filter may determinewhether or
not the oil pressure is constant. The correct size is PER-81 (Purolator) or PH-13
(Fram) or others that match. However what is important, in fact crucial, is the
presenceof arubberdiaphragm below (when you lookat the filter from the threaded
side) the small round holes in the area surrounding the threaded mounting hole.
Lack of this rubber, known a s an antidrainback valve, allows the oil to drain back
to the sump after sitting for only a few hours (regardless of the upright pipe that
claims to prevent this!) The way I discovered this was that I got a filter with a
defective valve from Fram, but it took a while to discover that this was the reason
for the pressure lag in my engine. I have also found that the diaphragm will
deteriorate after a while, resulting in minor pressure lag, and s o this is when you
change your filter. However, this does not always occur, and if you change your oil
shortly after it gets dirty, like I do, this will not be a factor. More disturbing is the
recent discovery that all Fram filters and many Purolators, no longer have the
diaphragm!! I searched the shelves of several stores and concluded that they
dropped the diaphragm from their assembly process, since it was still possible t o
find older packages that contained the rubber diaphragm. Contacting Jeff Stern of
Purolator customer services at 800-526-3659 he said that in both types of filters the
anti-drainback valve is still there. It transpires that the filters are made at three
different plants, and at two of them the valve has been moved further up inside the
Continued on page 48
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Oil Pressures, Filters and Black Stuff - continued from page 47

THE MGB GARAGE
The Ballast Resistor

body of the filterand combined with the by-pass valve. It seems that in the West we
can expect t o see more of the newer type, and I intend t o test the new design t o see
if the oil pressure really comes up instantly or not-until then 1will retain my stock
of the old type!
Changing your oil will, of course, prolong your engine's life, and I have always
been amused to hear about my grandfather who thought this was just a scam to sell
more oil! He bought a new car every three years of course before the sludge had built
up too high-he would, like many Americans, have destroyed an MG in a short time!
Maintenanc+Nah!
Anyway when you do choose to change your oil try the following method.
Undertake the normal procedures, but then before you start the engine, REMOVE
THE SPARK PLUGS AND CRANK THE ENGINE WlTH NO LOAD UNTIL THE OIL
PRESSURE COMES UP (after the filter fills). This can take a while. Then top up to full
on the dipstick. Reinstall the plugs, putting the leads back on in the correct firing
order (1-3-4-2 for 4 cylinder BMC) start and run the engine for a while t o check for
leaks. This method will eliminate a major source of wear on the bearing and sliding
surfaces that results from starting up the motor to fill the filter. The usual instructions tell you to start it up, wait for the 'dummy' light to go out (or pressure to
register on the oil gauge), then top it up. I feel that most service garages do it this
way, s o it is better to change it yourself, unless you can persuade your mechanic to
follow this procedure. This is after all a situation where the effects of your actions
(or your mechanic's) won't be felt for a long time, so if it doesn't get done you may
not know the difference until many years later! This procedure is also a must when
starting a new or rebuilt engine for the first time, and i t turns out that it can be a lot
more critical in this case. There can be an AIR LOCK at the oil pump and the pressure
will not come up at all until you loosen one of the external pipes and crank some oil
through the pump. This happened t o me and thank goodness I cranked to get oil
pressure prior t o start-up, since I needed to get rid of the air lock first and I did not
know this, until I tried to get the pressure to come up and it refused to do so. If I had
just started the motor and waited for the oil pressure, it would have been destroyed
in a matter of seconds! This is what I call "almost learning the hard way"!
Experiences like this havetaught me to continue to search for the best materials
and techniques for repair and restoration, and to do experiments to try to find them
when the best is not clearly understood.

Editor's note-We

don't know where this came from, but we thank whoever sent

it in. Ican testify to this article as I was once stranded in Germany, miles from anywhere,
because of a ballast resistor going out on an MCB CT V8!

"Just what does that ballast resistor do anyway?" Earlier cars didn't need them,
but most later British cars do need them. I'm not talking about electronic ignition
here, I'm just covering the function of the ballast resistor.
In order to keep this article to a reasonable length, I am enclosing a simplified
wiring diagram. If the ballast resistor is of the wire wound type it can reduce voltage
fluctuations to the coil as well as control the voltage dropped across the coil. This
will prolong the lifeof the coil, however this is not the reason for using the resistor,
just a bonus!
The real reason for the resistor is to insure a 'hot' spark when cranking the
engine. To accomplish this a coil of only 8 to 10 volt design is used. But if 12 volts
were applied to this coil during road use-POOF!!*verheating
and coil meltdown
would occur! That's why the ballast resistor is a necessity.
Let's see how the system is used to give a 'hot' spark during cranking, but
normal spark after the engine is running. When you turn the key t o the start position
a number of things happen. 12 volts from the car's positive cable is supplied to the
starter solenoid via the ignition switch. When the solenoid pulls it makes three
contacts. The battery cable is connected to both the starter motor and the ignition
coil. The starter draws a lot of current and pulls the normal twelve volts down to a
lower level. However because the coil is designed to operate at only, say 10 volts,
it still gets plenty of voltage to give it a hot spark!
When the engine fires you let the key return to the 'on' position, and voltage is
now applied from that position and is applied to the coil through the ballast resistor
which drops, say 2 volts, and allows the coil to operate at its propervoltage. I cannot
believe that a ballast would short out, but I do know that they can open up leaving
you at the side of the road. (That's me!-Ed)
The symptom is, the engine starts when
you crank it but dies as soon as you let the key go. Locate the ballast resistor (usually
near the coil) and jump across it with a piece of wire. Crank the engine and if it
continues to run after cranking, replace the resistor.
Mr. Goodspanner

Ballast Resistor
On

i'
Coil

EXPERIENCES OF AN AMATEUR MECHANIC
Preston Douglas
Chapter One: OIL CHANCES
Anyone can change the oil filter in their MG, right? Not s o fast folks! The easy
stuff requires just a s much care as the hard stuff. Ask a professional pool player, the
straight shot is the hardest one on the table. Ask a lawyer, the most embarrassing
thing that can happen in a courthouse is t o lose an uncontested divorce! The books
are full of them.
Anyway I've been fixing my own two MGs for a couple of years now and I've
avoided the local repair shop successfully in most cases and I'm probably saving
money. But some of the mistakes have been spectacular! Take oil changes for
instance, my 1978MGBcameequipped with thestandard inverted spin-on filter. The
first time I went to change it, I broke off two filter wrenches before it would spin off.
If I were a better or more experienced mechanic I would have suspected that the
threads of the spin-on plate were getting worn. The new filter, carelessly twisted on,
cross-threaded the soft threads and would not spin home. I did not realize the
problem until the enginewas started and four quarts of new oil pumped out onto the
garage floor! What a mess!. Lessons learned-kitty litter is good for absorbing
spilled oil and you can feel underneath t o determine whether the filter is seated and
sealed.
The cure for the worn-out threads was replacement of the spin-on adaptor
plate. A clean used one with good threads is worth about twenty bucks. A new one
(not really necessary) is more than twice that. A rubber "0" ring seals the adaptor
to the engine block (get a new one of those, of course, if you are going to replace the
adaptor) and a single bolt holds the plate to the block. There is no way t o get a
wrench on that bolt from above. You have t o jack up the front of the 'B (jack stands
under the front chassis rails, and chocks in front of and behind the rear wheels with
the car NOT in gear!) and use a long extension on your ratchet. The bolt is very easy
to remove and replace from below once thecar is jacked up. By the way, if you forget
t o drain the oil before you d o this job, you'll need more kitty litter!
Incidentally, jack stands are essential. The experts say never use bricks or
cinder blocks (or books!) to hold up your MGB. Don't ever use your MGB jack for
anything! Buy a hydraulic jack for the garage and a scissor jack for the trunk. Use the
hydraulic jackunder the front cross memberto raise the'B, then lowerthe front rails
onto the jack stands. Leave the jack in place about '18th an inch below the cross
member. That way, even if you d o a bad job with the jackstands, the car may fall onto
the jack, and you may survive! Ofcourse, when properly done, the car should be rock
stableon jack stands set on a level concrete floor. It should nevermove. In fact, if the
car does ever fall off the jackstands and the hydraulic jack does save you life, maybe
you should give up fixing your MGB!
You may want to change your oil more often than every 3,000 miles. One of my
'Bs has a new engine, and it gets fresh oil every 1,500 miles-I never let it get dirty!
The correct oil is four quarts of 20W50 and the drain plug is at the rear of the oil pan,
under the engine (easily reached under the right side of the car, behind the front
wheel). You d o not necessarily have t o jack up the car to reach the drain plug. I like
to use one of those plastic containers that look like a jerry can with a funnel builtin to catch the oil. Use a hammer to tap your wrench to dislodge the plug-it won't
turn easily (minedoesn't!). If you get tired of hammeringthewrench @ad for ratchet
wrenches and bad for the pluglpan threads too!) get one of those handy-dandy brass

drain valves from the catalog guys, and replace the drain plug with a valve. Next oil
change will be much easier! With the plug, a new copper washer is necessary each
time you change the oil. The valve should be installed with a new copper washer,
too. But once it's in place, you won't have to go look for a spare washer when you
want tochangetheoil. Thevalve is cheap; less than $20.00and with thevalve in place
you ought to be able to change the oil in less than five minutes, filter and all. That
should encourage you to change the oil more frequently which can only be good for
your engine.
Run the engine a little before you start the oil change, but don't get it too hot.
The idea is to have warm oil with all the junk suspended in it, but not s o hot you get
scalded! Take the jerry can with the waste oil in it to your local gas station t o be
emptied into their waste oil drum. Don't buy those boxes of absorbent material to
catch your waste oil, they are terrible for the environment and a waste of money.
Next time I'll tell you how t o fix your windscreen washers, destroy your engine,
and blow up your garage in the process ...it almost happened to me!
(Editork Note-Many cities now provide a program to recycle used engine oil from
home oil changes via a curbside pick-up or drop-off a t a recycling center, check your
area for auailability!)

I,

k w this is a REAL "amateur" mechanic-seriously
Support your MC before crawling under !

though, always use jackstands to
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CHAPTER CHATTER
M G Car Club Central JerseyCenter-Annual

Report

1992 has been a wonderful and productive year in the life of the club. We
celebrated the 30th anniversary of the club this year, along with the momentous
30th Anniversary of the MGB! Our club began as a strictly rally oriented group, and
along the way we have survived three name changes and have become a general
interest MG Club. Unfortunately, we are also the last surviving MG Club in the state
of New Jersey! Our current membership shows just over 100 members-A Club
Record! Members from all walks of life united by the love of these unique cars from
Abingdon-on-Thames have joined our club and our monthly meetings have been
varied and well attended.
Officer changes saw our long time President, Gregg Coogan, reluctantly leave
office early in the year, due to relocation to Virginia,. Richard Miller, the vice
president, took over and was re-elected in the fall to the position of President for
1993.
Our first time sponsorship of the Spring All British Show-BRITFEST'92, at Moss
Motors East Coast facility was an unqualified success! On a cold and typically
English day, we filled the show area with cars and vendors and literally had to close
the gates! Our goal now is t o make BRITFEST '93 on April 24,1993 an even greater
achievement and more fun for all those who participate.
Driving activities for the club have included a "Spring Drive" along with our
friends from the New Jersey Chapter of the New England MGT Register to scenic
areas in Hunterdon County, New Jersey and across the Delaware River in Bucks
County, Pennsylvania. We also enjoyed a breakfast drive to the TVR show at Round
Valley and a Fall Drive in early November, along the Hudson Valley. This was
climaxed by a wonderful brunch at the Hotel Thayer inside the grounds of West
Point!
Our club year ended with our traditional Holiday Party attended by over 40
members. The 1993 Executive Committee was formally installed and the Annual
Club Service Awards presented. The enthusiasm of the members and the hard work
of the Committee has seen theclubgo from strength t o strength this past year, it will
be hard t o top 1992-but we are determined to try!
If you live in the Central New Jersey area and would like to join us please call
(908)735-5417 for more details.
Richard Miller

iMG CAR CLUB
CENT RAt JERSEY CESTRE

Grevstone
NEW & USED
PARTS FOR:

O.E. WIRING LOOMS FOR ALL
BRITISH CARS REBUILT SHOCK
ABSORBERS RACK & PINIONS
KING PIN ASSEMBLIES

MORRIS MINORe MG l JAGUAR
"THE LOWEST PRICES AROUND!"

1733 Victory Blvd., Glendale, CA 91201

TECHNICAL COORDINATOR
Bob Mason Answers A Few Queries

LOVE BRITISH CARS?

Hi there!-and I hope you all had an enjoyable holiday over the year end. We
now start looking forward eagerly t o another tremendous MG season of events and
1 look forward to meeting many of you. Meanwhile here are a few notes from my
postbag (and don't forget those SASE's, please!) ...

exclus~velyto all
Britlsh cars, from
classcc to contemporaq!

A Question of Timing
Dear Bob,
You may rememberthat wespokeon the telephoneabout my 1971 MGB and the
late model 'Euro-Spec' distributor I am running in it. This, I believe, has a somewhat
"hotter" advance curve than the American equivalent. In our conversation you
indicated that this would be a 25D Lucas unit and inappropriate for use with a Lucas
Sports Coil.
I would like to share with you the results of further research I have done on this
distributor and inquire a s to whether you might have any further thoughts or
comments. The distributor I have is a #41427 Lucas model 45D and not a 25D.
Most of the major specialists supply the #41427 a s the only new distributor for
among other years, my 1971 MGB. Moss indicates this as the replacement for 'Bs up
to #258,000 (mine is #244,392.)
Also many of the technical people at the specialists I have spoken t o indicate
that for this distributor on my car, a Lucas Sports Coil is appropriate and that I
should use the 1975 spec. Federal cap, rotor, points and condenser. What d o you
think?
If you agree with the tech. advice I have outlined and bearing in mind that my
MGB has been 'desmogged' (no air pump, etc., etc) should the ignition timing be
done only static, or both static and with a strobe. Also, should it be set t o 1971 (GK
engine) specs or t o perhaps, GB or GF engine specs?
If on the other hand you feel the distributor is still inappropriate or the Lucas
Sports Coil is inappropriate, what would you advise I do-keeping in mind this
seems t o be the only distributor now available new?
Thanks for your help and the benefit of your advice.
"Securite Rapide!"
Hasky Berger, VT
Bob replies:
You caught me away from my books when I said 25D, when you really have the
45D4 point-type distributor as originally fitted to the 1975model year MGB, just before
the switch to electronic ignition in 1976.
The Lucas 25D model was fitted as far backas the MGAand then the MGB through
1974,with the only basic difference being thevacuum advance unit for that particular
year. Even without routine oiling, these units are almost always rebuildable by a
general clean-up and by replacing the base plate and moving plate, s o there is no real
need to purchase the expensive 45D unit, "Euro-spec" not withstanding!
You did not mention if your 45D unit had a vacuum unit installed. If not, you will
have to experiment with the setting by advancing the unit until you hear the 'pinging'
on acceleration and then retard it a bit, living with what you have. This unit uses the
'different' type points and condenser as fitted only to this point-typedistributor, while
the cap and rotor are applicable to all such units 1975-1980.
Continued on page 56
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Technical Coordinator - continued horn page 54
Assuming that your #41427 (45D) unit has a vacuum unit, it most likely has
mechanical advance weights (under the cam) marked with the number "20". This
type vacuum is in fact a retard unit-not an advance unit-which works only at idle
and on deceleration, and this unit should b e tapped t o the intake manifold.
Your 1971 MGB came with a distributor whose weights were marked with the
number "10". This distributor has a vacuum advance unit with the hose connected
to the vertical port at the back of the rear HS4 carburetor-NOT connected t o the
intake manifold.
If you have the "10" weights, use your strobe light to set timing at 20" BTDC at
idle, with o r without the vacuum connected. If you have "20" weights (most likely)
set your timing to 15' BTDC a t 1,500 RPM with the vacuum line disconnectedremember that this type unit is designed t o be connected t o the intake manifoldnot the carburetor.
As regards the coil-use the Lucas Sports Coil if you wish, but remember that
while it does make a hotter spark, it also generates more heat (current) to the
distributor that will cause your points, distributor cap, etc., t o wear out more
rapidly. For a non-racing environment, the standard coil for your 1971 year MGB
(Lucas DLB 101) will provide all the spark you will ever need. The Lucas Sports Coil
looks pretty but does little (if anything) for normal operation except to lighten your
wallet!
As long a s you have the 45D unit, check the weights, use your strobe t o time it
accordingly, and connect it properly a s outlined above. Total maximum advance for
either unit is approximately 45". I hope this has helped with your questions.
Bob

Body Building!
Dear Bob,
I am having some trouble getting my 1973 MGB body replacement panels on
properly. My outer rocker and inner panels that run the full length of the car need
replacement and the car has appeared to 'sag'. My doors close a bit harder than
normal and the door shut gap at the rear top of the door is narrower than down
below at the bottom. I am assuming therefore that even though my floor pans and
under car structure appear to be solid, I've still got the body sag common t o rusty
MGBs!
I have Lindsey Porter's book on MGB restoration and I have both MIG and
oxyacetyline welding facilities. In his book Porter mentions briefly that prior to
welding panels into place, one should position jacks and 2"x4"s under the MGB and
then jack up the car until the door opens and closes well, and the gaps appear to be
equal. He does not show, or tell you where the best place to put your jacks and
bracing under the car is. Do you have any information, or know an expert in body
repair who could advise me on setting up the body for correct realignment? I d o not
wish to go t o a body shop as I can d o my own welding and body work, but I d o need
help before 1 put my rockers and full length panels in place.
I briefly took a Z"x4" piece about one foot long and placed it on a jack and put
the jack under the rear of the MGB in the area where the body spring attaches. On
jacking up the car, the door gap at the top began to widen, but I did not find the door
easier to open-it got harder! Perhaps the jacks should be under the full length of the
car body to align the full length, not just the back corner of the car.
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I also searched for the dimensions of the door gap between the "A" post and the

..Bnpost, s o 1 could measure correct distance. (33''-Ed.)
If anyone can help me, please write or call me-I'm
1,aurie Regan

in quite a dilemma!

Dear Laurie,
From past experience the best place t o put the 2"x4"wood supports is under the
center section of the body, nearly in line with the jacking points. You may have to
do some extra jacking "here and there" but the main idea is t o support the body s o
that the doors close easily and the gaps around the door edges are nearly a s equal
as possible. Remember-the vertical 'closing' panel gives you the most reinforcement as does the bottom 'castle' section full length panel.
If the doors are difficult to close at the present time, it can be assumed that the
.rocker' section(s) are very weak, and your remaining main support is coming from
the entire center tunnel section-not from your floors. Follow Porter's book and
things should turn out quite nicely.
Rob
Tired Out!
We have had several calls recently concerning the tire (tyre!) sizes for fitment
to MGB wheels and as there seems to be a little confusion, I will attempt t o clarify
the situation.
As originally from the MG Factory, commencing 1962, the rim width and tire
sizes listed in the owner's manual are a s follows:
Wheel Type: Ventilated disc, standard. T o u r e r - 4 " wide, GT-5" wide
Optional wire (60 spoke). T0urer--4~/2"wide, G T - 4 " wide
Tire size: Standard 5.60-14 tube type-Tourer and GT
Optional: Tourer-155R14 radial, GT-165R14 radial
The 165R14 radial tire could easily b e fitted t o either the disc or the wire wheel
for the MGB Tourer, but while a larger tire (175R14,185R14 etc.) could be fitted to
either model, these larger tires could/might rub on the inner fender panels and
would be larger in diameter (rolling radius) and would also cause the speedometer
to read incorrectly.
Commencing in 1970 the Rostyle (pressed spoke) rim was the standard disc
wheel and went to a 5" width while the wire wheel remained at 4'/2" width. At this
time the 165SR14 radial tireapparently becamestandard fitment forboththeTourer
and the GT on the American market.
With the appearance of the rubber-bumpered cars in September of 1974 both
the U.S. market Tourer and GT were apparently fitted a s standard with the 1851
?OR14 tire, with a wider tread width but the same rolling radius a s the earlier
165SR14 tire.
To summarize therefore-a 165SR14 is the largest tire recommended for the 4"
(lr4l/2"wide rim, whether disc or wire, whereas the 185/70R14is recommended only
lor fitment to a 5" (or slightly wider) rim. Any wheel or tire combination wider than
this will probably cause a problem.

TECHNICAL TORQUE
All the way from Jimand Jimof the Buffalo Octagon Association!
(Q) My 1977MGB will stay running after I turn off the ignition. This problem does
not happen all the time but is very scary when it does! Can you tell me what to look
for, or at least give me a clue where t o start?
(A) The problem you encounter is a common one with 1977to 1980 MGBs. Just
ahead of the fuse box on the right side of the inner fender apron there is an ignition
relay that has four wires connected t o its base. This relay should be replaced but be
careful t o attach the wires in the correct positions. Please note that the positions on
the newer relays are different than on previous relays. However, the new relay
comes with instructions that will assist you in making the right connections.
(Q) I drive my MGB all summer without any major problems, but I am verywary
of having t o use the jack in caseof a flat tire. The factory side jackdoes not seemvery
stable, especially on gravel surfaces. What would you recommend?

500 EDITION

$35

(A) The jacking device as supplied by the MG factory is by no means the best
engineered piece of equipment we have ever seen! If the jacking point is solid, the
jack will lift your MGB sufficiently t o change a tire, however, if the jacking point is
weakened by rust, it could collapse and the top part of the jack will crash into the
door causingconsiderable damage. Carry the factory jack if you need it for concours
events, but don't use it! Instead get a scissors jack from an aftermarket source or
even from a rice burner in a wrecking yard!- and never, ever, get under your MGB with
just a jack holding it up, use jack stands!
(Editor's note-Wilson McComb once told me that the only use for the sidejack on
the MCB is when you are buying a roadster! Get the seller to jack up the car, first one
side, then the other. Ifthe car folds in the middle, tell the sellerthatyou are not interested,
the sills and jacking points are shot!)
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BILL STROUD COLOR PRINTS
Signed and Numbered:
CHROME BUMPER MGs
MGA MEMORIES
T-SERIES MGs
TWO TFs
Add $3.00 Shipping

Thanks to Jim and Jim of the Buffalo Octagon Association for this feature!
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15"x20"
15"x20"
22"x3OU
8"x16"

Visa, Mastercard, Check, Money Order
Walt Partymiller
14 Greenbriar Drive
Jacobus, PA 17407

(Q) I need to replace the turn signal switch on my 1978 MGB and after reading
the shop manual I thought I was ready to tackle the job. I removed the center cap on
the steering wheel and the large retaining nut. I proceeded t o pull on the steering
wheel but it will not come off. What d o I d o next?
(A) Unfortunately there is no provision for a steering wheel puller. Loosen the
nut, but only back it off until the topof the nut is flush with the thread on the steering
shaft. Sit in the seat and place your knees behind the wheel, then using a good sized
hammer strike the nut firmly, repeating if necessary. The steering wheel should
come loose on the shaft, then once the nut is removed the steering wheel should
come away.
(Another Editor's Note and a Word of Caution-Ron Gammons advises that there
is an appropriate puller available in England. MCBs (CHN5 258001-on) and Midgets
(CAN5 105501-on) have collapsible steering columns which are prone to damage and
ultimately collapse if they are hammered in the center!)

$50

Guaranteed!

(717)428-3963
ID 3963
(800)484-7521,
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MG 1100 RALLY IN ENGLAND
by Tom Caylord, MC 110011300 Registrar
On August 15, 1962 the Morris 1100 sedan was announced. In the same year,
shortly thereafter, the MG 1100 was introduced for sale both in the U.S. market (as
the MG Sports Sedan) and in the home market. Thirty years later, almost t o the day,
on August 16 1992, an anniversary celebration and rally was held in England
sponsored by the 1100 Club. Theevent began with arun of fifty 1100and 1300sedans
from the Rover Plant at Longbridge t o the rally site at Hatton Country World near
Warwick, and all the cars were outstanding quality concours vehicles!
At the rally sitemore than two hundred 1100sand 1300s includingvehicles from
Denmark, the Netherlands and other European countries assembled for the car
show and various activities. Cars were rigorously judged in the pre-'68 class, the
post-'68 class and the Master's class, and many exceptionally fine restorations were
t o be seen. All marques (Austin, Morris, MG, Riley, Wolseley, and Vanden Plas) of
these sedans were represented, in addition t o the more rare 100 Estate wagons
(Austin Countryman and Morris Traveller). The post-'68 first place winner was a
beautifully restored Bedouin (beige) MG 1300 sedan owned by Nick Sawyer of
Bromsgrove, in which every detail was correct and Nick's skill as a professional
restorer was clearly visible.
A highlight of the day was the presence of members of the original BMC 1100
design team, and discussion on the design and development of the 1100 sedan
(saloon) was provided by Charles Griffin, who was Chief Engineer at BMC. Information on the body styling was related by Reginald Job, the BMC designer who worked
directly with Farina of Italy, Alan Webb described the chassis and subframe design,
and the revolutionary hydrolastic suspension system was discussed by Dr. Alex
Moulton.
An autojumble accompanied the rally, and the Club's spares secretary, John
Byde had a tent filled with over a thousand spare parts! Using a portable computer,
John was on duty for over ten hours straight, also ordering parts from the central
warehouse of spares the 1100 Club maintains in Birmingham. A well organized and
valuable club activity! For the event the Club Historian, Chris Morris, had produced
a superb commemorative pictorial booklet on the history of the 1100 sedan.
Illustrated with nearly 40 photographs, some in color, this publication is a must for
1100/1300 enthusiast, and is one more reason why 1100/1300 owners worldwide
should be members of the Club, which has become a finely tuned, active organization, efficiently administered, and able t o cater for enthusiasts of these fine little
products from England.
Further information on 1100 Club membership, or the NAMGBR 1100 register,
can b e obtained from myself, at the address inside the front cover of the "Drioer".

A9C 1100s and 1300s on display at the Contours.

'ilualcade of MC 1100/1300s line up for the rallye to begin.
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BUSINESS CARD P A C E

Moore MG's

Sales, Restorations 6 Parts
781 7 Loisdale Road

Bldg. B14
Springfield, VA 22150
(703)550-0231

Dale E. Moore

Connell's
MG Service

EXTINCT?-Not any more!

2302 East 38th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46218
(West sideof Wilson's Auto Par1

Phone:3171545-6108

(512) 626-3840

MG COSAS
PARTS BUY SELL TRADE

--

Right or left hand drive, the MGBk easily accessible power unit.
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JIM & ESTHER UDKLER
24027 CROSSLAND
Owners
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78264

MORE BUSINESS C A R D S

M O R E BUSINESS C A R D S

--

BPECIALIZIRG

I U nos

D and R Enterprises
IMPORTERS 6 RETAILERS OF FINE EUROPEAN
SPORTS AND RACING CAR MODEL KITS

206 Atrisco Rd. SW
Albuquerque, NM 87105

I

JOECURTO INC.
GENUINE

SPARES

ROSS W. WHITAKER

Jim Noble

Dennis Trowbridge

2013 NORTH 71ST STREET
WAUWATOSA M 53213
414-774-01170

I

Specializing in S.U. Carburetors
and British Car Parts
Mail: 230-22 58th Ave.
Bayside, N.Y, 11364
Ship UPS: 193-12 69th Ave.
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365
333 Stone Road
Villa Park, IL.60181

(718) 465-4829

(708) 279-MGMG

15 yn.
Experience

SALES

BRITISH T'SHOPINC.

;;rE

MG, TRIUMPH, TVR, JAGUAR
TOM & JOYCE LaMARCHE
165 ROUTE 82
OAKDALE, CT 06370

(203)889-0178

Repairs & Restorations of Classic MG's from 1945
New & Used Parts Available
(201)-728-3096
1577 Macopin Rd.
West Milford. NJ 07480

$35.00
per hr.
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SELL-SEEK-SWAP!

The Marketplace of the North American MCB Register
Ads in this section are FREE t o MGB Register members-please send ad with
membership number to P.O. Box MGB, Akin, IL 62805. Other ads by arrangement
with the Secretary. So that you don't waste your time looking up area codes, the
originating state is shown after each ad!

FOR SALE
TEN, YES, 10 MGBs-1964-1980. Rough to fair condition, tons of extra parts. Complete Midget, wire wheels, suspension. Call after 6pm EST, (410)-836-7756 , MD
1972 MGB Roadster-Excellent runner, original paint. No rust anywhere. Carpets,
top and seat upholstery are new. $2700. (704)697-9888, NC
1972 MGB Roadster-Partially disassembled (motor and trans out, but included.)
Must sell a.s.a.p. (708)680-1285, IL
1974MGB GT-Solid

and original Georgia car, driven daily. $2500. (304)787-9889, WV

1974 MGB GT-Great daily driver, 22K on new motor, all suspension replaced,
body needs paint and minor work. $2250. (215)463-9506, PA
1974 MGB GT-Solid

and original southern car. Driven daily. (304)787-9889, WY

1976 MGB Roadster-For sale. 50th Anniversary Edition with plaque on dash,
original Chartreuse paint never dented, Tan interior. Usual rust but frame and
underside perfect. New battery, Michelins, exhaust. Top is good. Needs paint and
carpets. Original driver's manual. $3000 obo, (201)744-0440 day, (201)7460927 eves,
NJ.
1976 MGB Roadster-Red.

$1200. (803)585-4492, SC

1978 MGB Roadster-Blue
(2 15)745-7755, PA

with tan interior. Low miles, looks good, lots of parts.

1980 MGB Limited Edition-70K miles, new radiator, motor mounts, cooling fans,
handbrake cable, water pump and hoses. Top, clutch, battery and exhaust one year
old. $3500 obo. (708)279-6464 work, or (815)838-5934 home, IL

WHERE TO 'B!
~orthcomingEvents of Interest to MCB Drivers
Please check for up to date information before departing t o the meet. The
Register encourages local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to "MGB
Dn'ueJ'.Information must include, date, location, and contact phone number. Please
submit events at least 2 months in advance t o the Editor, P.O. Box 2645, Goleta, CA
931 17.

JUNE 24-27th-1993 North American MGB Register National
Convention-MG '93, St. Louis, MO-"See you in St Louis"?!!Phone (314)428-1120
Major U.S. M C Events-1993
April 17/19, GOF South, Ocacala, FL, (813)595-7773
.June23/28, GOFMk56, Portland, ME, Write-NEMGTR, Drawer 220, Oneonta, NY 13820
June 24/27th, NAMGBR National Convention-MG '93, St. Louis, MO, (314)725-2892
June 28JJul2, GOF West, Lake Tahoe, NV, (916)676-5421
.luly 14/17, GTl&NAMGAR Convention, Niagara, Canada, (416)734-3475
July 15/18th, GOF Central, Ann Arbor, MI, (313)662-9028
Aug 3/5th, MGC Register Convention, Staunton, VA, (704)274-2269
Aug 20/22, University Motors Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI, (616)245-2141
Sept 29/0ct 2, GOFMk57,Burlington,VT,Write-NEMGTR, Drawer 220, Oneonta, NY 13820
Major English Events-1 993
May 16th, Regency Run, London to Brighton
May 22/23rd, MG Car Club, Silverstone Festival
June 5/6th, MGOC, Knebworth Meeting
June 6th, Octagon Car Club, Wings Run
July 17118th. MG Surrey '93
August 8th, MG Car Club, Beaulieu Meet
Sept 19th, Abingdon Works Center Meet

MC Organizations for Other Models or Types

WANTED

Got an MG other than a 'B, Midget, or MG 1100/1300? In the spirit of renewed
cooperation between North American clubs, we list below some other clubs you
might wish t o write to.

The Editor of the "MGB Driuer" feels the need to return to his roots! Would like a
tidy (not concours) early MGB Roadster, 1962 to 1966. Please write with details to
P.O. Box 2645, Goleta, CA 931 17.

For 'T Series MGs: New England MG T Register, Drawer 220, Oneonta, NY 13820
For MGAs: North American MGARegister, 2455 Glenhill Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46248
For MGCs: North American MGC Register, 34 Park Avenue, Asheville, NC 28803-2056

PARTS FOR SALE

MC Clubs in England

1977MGB complete wiring harness, $300. Rubber bumpers front and rear, $150 each.
Complete dash assembly with instruments., very good condition, $350. 4 speed
transmissions, $400. Rear axle, disc wheel type, $300. 1977 steering rack, $175.
Windshields complete with frame, $200 each. Rostyle wheels, $20 each. Many other
parts from 1972-1978. (416)388-1033, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

The MG Car Club, Box 251, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3FA
MG Owner's Club, 214 Station Road, Swavesey, Cambs ,CB4 5QZ
MG Octagon Car Club, 36 Queensville Avenue, Stafford, ST17 4LS @re-1955 MGs)
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